
Tip: VS Code tries to infer the best import style to use. You can explicitly configure the preferred
quote style and path style for imports added to your code with the javascript.preferences.quoteStyle
and javascript.preferences.importModuleSpecifier settings.

Some users want to use syntax constructs like the proposed pipeline (|>) operator. However, these
are currently not supported by VS Code's JavaScript language service and are flagged as errors. For
users who still want to use these future features, we provide the javascript.validate.enable setting.
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Copy the following YAML into a new file at .github/workflows/main.yml, and update the uses:
octocat/hello-world-javascript-action@v1.1 line with your username and the name of the public
repository you created above. You can also replace the who-to-greet input with your name.

JavaScript is a lightweight, cross-platform, and interpreted compiled programming language which
is also known as the scripting language for webpages. It is well-known for the development of web
pages, many non-browser environments also use it. JavaScript can be used for Client-side
developments as well as Server-side developments. Javascript is both imperative and declarative
type of language .JavaScript contains a standard library of objects, like Array, Date, and Math, and a
core set of language elements like operators, control structures, and statements.Javascript Basics -
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ts-standard is the officially supported variant forTypeScript. ts-standard supports all the same rules
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and options as standard and includesadditional TypeScript specific rules. ts-standard will even lint
regular javascript filesby setting the configuration in tsconfig.json.
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